THE SECRET LIFE
OF A BLOG POST
Mapping the journey from servers to scrapers to suits—to the world.

You have a blog. You compose a new post. You click Publish and lean back to admire your work. Imperceptibly and all but instantaneously, your post slips into a vast and recursive network of software agents, where it is crawled, indexed, mined, scraped, republished,
and propagated throughout the Web. Within minutes, if you’ve written about a timely and noteworthy topic, a small army of bots will
get the word out to anyone remotely interested, from fellow bloggers to corporate marketers. ¶ Let’s say it’s Super Bowl Sunday and
you’re blogging about beer. You see Budweiser’s blockbuster commercial and have a reaction you’d like to share. Thanks to search
engines and aggregators that compile lists of interesting posts, you can reach a lot of people—and Budweiser, its competitors, beer
lovers, ad critics, and your ex-boyfriend can listen in. “You just need to know how to type,” says Matthew Hurst, an artificial intelligence
researcher who studies this ecosystem at Microsoft Live Labs. ¶ Here’s how the whole process goes down during the big game. !
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Thought

You watch a Budweiser Super Bowl
spot and tap out your reaction.

Social Bookmarks
You, the
blogger

Readers use sites like del.icio.us, Digg, and
Reddit to note whether your post is worthy.

Blog Host

Your words are transmitted to a hosting
service that manages your blog—most likely
TypePad, WordPress, or Google’s Blogger.

Search Engines

Once the spiders have finished, the post
is indexed so it can be searched for keywords like “Budweiser” and “beer” that
are likely to turn up in queries. Within
a few minutes, the post could be searchable on Technorati or Goggle Blog Search.

Blog
Blog

Aggregators

Minutes later, your post turns up on sites that collect
content from across the blogosphere: Feed Readers like
Bloglines and Google Reader display updates for their
subscribers; meme trackers like Tailrank, Techmeme,
and Technorati bubble up the hottest posts by relying
on algorithms that analyze who’s linking to what.

Blog

Online Media

Ad Servers

Contextual ad networks like Google
AdSense, ContextWeb, and Tribal
Fusion scan your post for keywords
that will trigger the insertion of
an ad. Within minutes, they could
be delivering text ads for bars or
T-shirts plugging brew to your blog.

Ping Servers

To announce your new post, the hosting service sends
an alert to special servers maintained by the likes of
Google Blog Search, Ping-o-matic, Yahoo’s blo.gs,
and Weblogs.com. When they get the alert, search
engines, aggregators, and others send out software
bots called spiders to crawl the blog for updates.

Data Miners

Analysts at places like BuzzMetrics, BuzzLogic, and Cymfony crunch data using
proprietary AI programs to determine
how bloggers like you are responding
to the ad. They’ll try to splice posters by
age, sex, location, and level of influence.

Text Scrapers

Where the Blog Post Goes
What the Ping Servers Contact

Bots are constantly scouring
the Web for data they can suck
up and churn out elsewhere.
Your blog might be targeted
for desirable keywords, which
are scraped up at random.

Other bloggers and news sites, which use
aggregators and search engines to comb the
Web, may link to your post—if it’s interesting.

Corporations

Bud-maker Anheuser-Busch will want
to know what bloggers are saying,
but so will rivals like Miller and other
beverage brands. They may alter
marketing efforts or even their products as a result; sometimes they’ll
jump into the discussion directly.

Reader

Readers

Readers find your post and write
their own comments, joining the
discussion, setting off new pings,
and starting the process over again.

Spam Blogs

Scraped text from your post gets dumped
willy-nilly into spam blogs, which rely
on random keywords to get a high page
ranking on search engines. When readers go to these blogs and click on or view
text ads, the splogger collects a bounty.

What the Reader Sees
What Goes Back to the Blog
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